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Third Grade 
Week One 

Text 
A Ballet for Martha: Making 

Appalachian Spring 
 

By 
Jan Greenburg  

& 
Sandra Jordan 

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://blogs.slj.com/afuse8production/2010/08/02/review-of-the-day-ballet-for-martha/&sa=U&ei=y0JIU4ihJ6Hi2AXgx4GwAQ&ved=0CC4Q9QEwAA&usg=AFQjCNGPBcdo_e0-86uVl8moFMPiCoo0YA


MONDAY 

PRE-READING & READING 

Activating Prior Knowledge / 

Predicting 

Explain to the readers that picture books can provide us a strong view into how people in the past or in 

other cultures and places live and work together.  This book highlights how three individuals cooperate and 

collaborate to bring about a beautiful experience. 

Previewing Text: 

Picture Walk 

Hold up the cover for students.  “Let’s do some predicting to get ourselves ready to read.”  Ask… 

1) What clues does the title give you about the book? 

2) How about the picture on the front cover?  What does it tell you about the story? 

3) Have you ever heard the word “ballet”?  What does it mean? 

4) Do you know anyone who dances ballet?  What does what you know about ballet tell you about this 

book?  

Read Aloud & Talking Points 

Stop at the following points to engage students in discussion…. 

Cover –  “As I read, listen for all the people who are involved in creating this work of art: choreographer, 

composer, artist, dancers, musicians.” 

Page 7 –  ”Considering that this ballet will tell the story of a young bride and groom on their wedding day, 

what mood do you expect?” 

Page 11  – “What do these last few pages tell us about Martha’s dance?  Does that match the mood you 

were expecting?” 

Page 15 – “What do you think Martha thinks about Aaron’s music?  Do you think she believes it fits her 

story?” 

Page 18 – “What does Martha mean when she says, ‘I gave him the bones of an idea and he would return 

with something whole.’?” 

Page 19 – “Isamu says, ‘I blended, melded with her somehow, and we were one.’ What does he mean?” 

Page 27 – “Does the set match the mood you expected from the story?” 

Page 37 – “How and why do the moves of the groom, the bride, and the preacher differ?” 

Page 43 – “What does the author mean by, ‘And the collaboration will be created anew.’?” 

  



TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY 

READING & RESPONDING 

Vocabulary Development 

Activity:  Have students fill in a vocabulary map  by providing examples of what a word is and examples of 

what it is not.  This will help the students see synonyms and antonyms. 

Key Words: angular , ballet, collaboration, composer, gesture, imitation, melody, severe 

Re-Reading / Drawing Conclusions 

/ Questioning 

 Reread the following pages and engage learners in discussion.  Then, have students write their thinking on 

the included Constructed Response page. 

Page 6 – 8  – “These pages tell us how Aaron Copeland, the composer, thinks of Martha’s ballet.  What can 

you infer about his thinking?” 

Page 10 – Martha says, “Ugliness, if given a powerful voice, can be beautiful.”  What do you think she 

means?  Do you agree?  

Page 22 – “Will the world understand what they have done?  Who is this question talking about? 

Pages 40 – 43 – “Are you surprised how many people are involved in creating the ballet?  

Main Idea,  Summarizing, or 

Theme 

The main theme of this book is that people can create beautiful things when they collaborate. Ask students 

these questions… 

1) What ways did these people cooperate to make this artwork? 

2) Do you always like to work with other people to get things done? 

3) What can be hard about working together? 

4) What can be good about working together? 

 

After your discussion, have students draw pictures to define collaboration.  Then have students fill in the 

word map for COLLABORATION. 

THURSDAY / FRIDAY 

EXTENDING & WRITING 

 

Social Studies Extension Activity 

Watch the video of Appalachian Spring ballet by Martha Graham.   

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmgaKGSxQVw 

Ask students:  Was the ballet what you expected or was it different?  How? 

Writing Project 
Write a letter to Martha Graham telling her what you liked and, maybe, did not like about her ballet.  Be 

respectful.    

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=XmgaKGSxQVw


Ballet for Martha 
Constructed Response 

Student __________________________ 

 

The book Ballet for Martha stresses how many people it takes to 
create an artistic show like a ballet.  What does this book tell you 

about collaboration? 
 

                                                                                                   
 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://www.google.com/url?q=http://blogs.slj.com/afuse8production/2010/08/02/review-of-the-day-ballet-for-martha/&sa=U&ei=32BZU4edLdGryASVrYDAAg&ved=0CDAQ9QEwAQ&usg=AFQjCNFN64nMZ8Vuv86CahtlLfp90peVoQ
https://www.google.com/url?q=http://blogs.slj.com/afuse8production/2010/08/02/review-of-the-day-ballet-for-martha/&sa=U&ei=32BZU4edLdGryASVrYDAAg&ved=0CDAQ9QEwAQ&usg=AFQjCNFN64nMZ8Vuv86CahtlLfp90peVoQ


collaboration 

What are some examples? 

What it is NOT… What it is…. 

What’s it like? 



Third Grade 
Week Two 

Text 
The Boycott Blues: 

How Rosa Parks Inspired 
a Nation 

By 
Andrea Pinkney 



MONDAY 

PRE-READING & READING 

Activating Prior Knowledge / 

Predicting 

This book introduces students to the Montgomery Bus Boycott.  Before reading, discuss the issue of 

discrimination and segregation.  Allow students to share what they already know.  Explain that before the 

1950s and 1960s, African-Americans were not permitted to engage in public life in the same way as White 

Americans. 

Previewing Text: 

Picture Walk 

Hold up the cover for students.  “Let’s do some predicting to get ourselves ready to read.  We know that this 

book deals with segregation and unfairness before and during the Civil Rights Movement.  But, other clues 

can we find about the story?”  Ask… 

1) What clues does the title give you about the book? 

2) How about the picture on the front cover?  What does it tell you about the story? 

3) Have you ever heard the word “boycott”?  What does it mean? 

4) What do you think life was like during segregation? 

Read Aloud & Talking Points 

While reading, stop and engage students in discussion…. 

1) What is a boycott?  How does a boycott have power?  What was the Montgomery bus boycott?  Why did 

it work? 

2) Who was Rosa Parks?  How did Rosa Parks inspire a nation? 

3) What is unfair about having segregated seats on buses? 

4) What are Jim Crow laws?  Does segregation exist now?  Could an event like this happen today in Kansas 

City? 

5) Why do you think some white people joined the bus boycott?  Why do you think other white people 

didn’t join the boycott? 

6) How would you feel if you had to rely on walking for 381 days?  What are some examples of unfairness 

you may be willing to boycott to eliminate? 



TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY 

READING & RESPONDING 

Vocabulary Development Key Words: boycott, weary, dog-tired, segregation, struttin’, protest, movement, determination, message 

Re-Reading / Drawing Conclusions 

/ Questioning 

After reading... 

1) Ask students, “What experiences do you have with people being treated unfair to others? How did you 

respond to or resolve the situation?” 

2) Have students fill in the constructed response page. 

THURSDAY / FRIDAY 

EXTENDING & WRITING 

 

Social Studies Extension Activity 

1) Have students research major people in the American Civil Rights Movement:  Martin Luther King, Jr., 

John Lewis, Rosa Parks, Thurgood Marshall, Ida B. Wells-Barnett, etcetera.  After researching, have 

students create a biography of their life, or a poster advertising their importance, or a dramatization of 

the historical figure. 

2) Listen to blues music and write a paragraph sharing your opinion of it.  Try to see in a blues style.  How 

does the book’s structure compare to a typical blues song. 

3) Use hand drums, rhythm sticks, and tambourines to set the story to music. 

 

Writing Project 
Have students think of something in their world they think should change or is unfair.  Write a blues song to 

describe the problem and why it should change. 



Boycott Blues 
Constructed Response 

Student __________________________ 

 

On the first page, Dog Tired says he tells the story with his guitar “so 
you don’t forget.”  Is it important to know about what happened in the 

past?  Why or why not?  Is it important to know about the 
Montgomery Bus Boycott today?  Explain your opinion. 

 

                                                                                                   
 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Third Grade 
Week Three 

Text 
Sky Boys: 

How They Built the 
Empire State Building 

 
By 

Deborah Hopkinson 
& 

James E. Ransome 



MONDAY 

PRE-READING & READING 

Activating Prior Knowledge / 

Predicting 

This book introduces students to the building of the Empire State Building.  Before reading, ask students... 

1) Have you ever been the New York or seen the Empire State building? 

2) Use Google images to find pictures of the Empire State building. 

3) What do you think it took to build the such an amazing structure? 

4) Discuss the ideas of human capital, human resources, physical capital, productivity 

Previewing Text: 

Picture Walk 

Hold up the cover for students.  “Let’s do some thinking to get ourselves ready to read.  We know that this 

book deals with the building of the Empire State building.  But, it also takes place in the 1930s during the 

Great Depression – when thousands of people were unemployed and needed jobs?”  Ask… 

1) What do you know about the Great Depression? – chart their responses 

2) Why would such a big building project be needed during a time when people needed jobs so badly? 

3) Do you think it was planned as a way to get people the jobs they needed?  Why or why not? 

Read Aloud & Talking Points 

While reading, stop and engage students in discussion…. 

Page 1 – Why do you think the author chose to tell this story as if she was talking directly to you? 

Page 6 – Why does he bring his Pops to see the project? 

Pages 13 – 14 – Would you like to be one of the sky boys? 

Pages 17 & 18 – How would you like to work in a place where you would not be allowed to leave for meals, 

breaks, or restrooms? 

End of book – How did the building of the Empire State Building help solve the problems of the Great 

Depression?  Do you think that was designed on purpose? 



TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY 

READING & RESPONDING 

Vocabulary Development 

Key Words: job, scour, hunched, rubble, bold, soaring, hope, darkest of times, scrape, bundles, steel 

forest, columns, sky boys, beam, forge, rivet 

** This book is filled with vocabulary possibilities – try some of the activities in the LINC literacy 

handbook. 

Re-Reading / Drawing Conclusions 

/ Questioning 

After reading... 

1) Ask students, “What experiences do you have with people being treated unfair to others? How did you 

respond to or resolve the situation?” 

2) Have students fill in the constructed response page. 

THURSDAY / FRIDAY 

EXTENDING & WRITING 

 

Social Studies Extension Activities 

1) Act out the 4 person job of riveting the steel (heater, catcher, bucker-up, and the gunman) 

2) Create an illustration timeline that shows the construction of the Empire State building in order from 

foundation to completion. 

3) Working in teams, build straw structures – similar to the Empire State Building.  See pictures.  You can 

also use uncooked spaghetti and marshmallows. 

4) List all the jobs that were created during the construction. 

5) Watch the video http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-

state-building to see the more information about the Empire State 

http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building
http://www.history.com/topics/new-york-city/videos/deconstructing-history-empire-state-building


Third Grade 
Week Four 

Text 

Vote! 

 

By 

Eileen Christelow 

http://images.indiebound.com/537/302/9781584302537.jpg
http://images.indiebound.com/537/302/9781584302537.jpg
http://images.indiebound.com/537/302/9781584302537.jpg
http://images.indiebound.com/537/302/9781584302537.jpg
http://images.indiebound.com/537/302/9781584302537.jpg
http://images.indiebound.com/537/302/9781584302537.jpg


MONDAY 

PRE-READING & READING 

Activating Prior Knowledge / 

Predicting 

This book uses a town’s mayoral election to model all the aspects of the voting process in American 

democracy.  

Ask: 

What do you know about voting?  Have you ever been to vote with someone? 

Previewing Text: 

Picture Walk 

Hold up the cover for students.  “Let’s do some predicting to get ourselves ready to read.”  Ask… 

1) What clues does the title give you about the book? 

2) How about the picture on the front cover?  What does it tell you about the story? 

3) Say, “Usually we think about voting during the presidential election, but we vote at least once a year for 

other government positions and decisions.  Do you know how is in our city government?” 

4) Create a chart of Kansas City and Missouri government including mayor, senators, representatives. 

Read Aloud & Talking Points 

Stop at the following points to engage students in discussion…. 

Pages 8 – 9 – Do you agree that voting was more fair than flipping a coin?  Why or why not? 

Pages 10 – 11 – What are some reasons why people choose not to vote?  Do you agree with them? 

Page 14 – Why would the state governments forbid some people from voting? 

Page 18 – What are the advantages and disadvantages of political parties? 

Page 28 – Have you seen political ads on TV?  What do you think of them? 

 



TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY 

READING & RESPONDING 

Vocabulary Development 
Activity:  Have students illustrate their understanding of each of the vocabulary words. 

Key Words: ballot, campaign, candidate, debate, democracy, election, poll, recount 

Re-Reading / Drawing Conclusions 

/ Questioning 

Have students fill in the constructed response page by looking at why it is important to vote and whether 

kids should be allowed to vote. 

Main Idea,  Summarizing, or 

Theme 

The main theme of this book is that people can make decisions about their government when they vote. 

Ask students these questions… 

1) What ways did these voters have a say in their government? 

2) Why do you think the author wrote this book?  What is she trying to convince the readers of? 

 

After your discussion, have students draw pictures to define collaboration.  Then have students fill in the 

word map for DEMOCRACY. 

THURSDAY / FRIDAY 

EXTENDING & WRITING 

 

Social Studies Extension Activity 
Hold a mock election allowing students to vote for either a class mayor or a favorite flavor of  ice cream. 

Writing Project Students create campaign posters to support their choice for class mayor or favorite ice cream flavor. 



Vote! 
Constructed Response 

Student __________________________ 

 

The book Vote stresses the importance of voting in order to 
participate in government.  The main character wonders why 
kids can’t vote.  Do you think kids should be allowed to vote?  

Why or why not? 
 

                                                                                                   
 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Democracy 

What are some examples? 

What it is NOT… What it is…. 

What’s it like? 



Third Grade 
Week Five 

Text 

Earth Dragon Awakes 

 

By 

Laurence Yep 



MONDAY 

PRE-READING & READING 

Activating Prior Knowledge / 

Predicting 

This week will be slightly different than previous weeks because it is a novel that will be read in stages.  Read 

a little each day and choose a response or extension activity. 

Ask: 

Have you ever about earthquakes?  What causes earthquakes? 

Read Aloud & Talking Points 

Stop at the following points to engage students in discussion…. 

Page 1 – What does the author mean when he says, “the earth begins to stir?” 

Page 4 – Why do you think Sawyer has been howling all day?  Does he sense something? 

Page 7 – Do you think it is okay to learn to read using comic books like the boys do? 

Page 9 – Why is an earthquake likely in San Francisco? 

Page 12 – What does Chin mean when he says, “it is home and yet not home?” 

Page 21 – How does the author describe the earthquake? 

Page 26 – How does the author use language to describe the intensity of the earthquake? 

Page 32 – What is the author trying to say by making both families get trapped by the earthquake? 

Page 35 – Do you think Chin’s father is okay? 

Page 39 – What do Mr. and Mrs. Travis mean about what trouble brings out in people? 

Page 46 – How has Chin’s impression of his father changed? 

Page 51 – How has Henry’s impression of his father changed? 

Page 56 – Mr. Travis says his family is staying in San Francisco.  Would you agree with his decision?  

Page 58 – What arrangement has Ah Quon made to get train tickets? 

Page 63 – Henry says that people save odd objects.  What would you save if an earthquake hit your home? 

Page 75 – Chin and Henry read about heroes all the time.  How are they like heroes now? 

Page 88 – How did the author let you know the umbrellas were going to be important? 

Page 99 – What does the author mean by the firemen and volunteers have won? 

Page 105 – How does this story compare to Hurricane Katrina? Could a tragedy like this happen again? 



TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY 

READING & RESPONDING 

Vocabulary Development 
Activity:  Have students illustrate their understanding of each of the vocabulary words. 

Key Words: earth dragon, hero, Chinatown, houseboy, escape, evacuate 

Re-Reading / Drawing Conclusions 

/ Questioning / Main Idea 

The book The Earth Dragon Awakes is told from the perspective of both Henry and Chin.  Why do you 
think the author chose to tell the story from both their perspectives?  How would the story be different if 

it focused on just one of the boys? 
 

Have students provide their answer on the constructed response page. 

Main Idea,  Summarizing, or 

Theme 

The main theme of this book is that sometimes the bravest heroes are born out of great tragedy. 

 Ask students these questions… 

1) How did the earthquake change Henry and Chin’s definition of hero? 

2) How did the boys change during the tragedy and the days after? 

 

Have students fill 2 story timelines – showing Henry’s and Chin’s survival through the earthquake.  

THURSDAY / FRIDAY 

EXTENDING & WRITING 

 

Social Studies Extension Activity 

1) Google images of San Francisco in the early 1900s and now – particularly Nob Hill where Henry lives and 

Chinatown when Chin lives. 

2) Find China and the United States on a world map 

3) Watch the video http://www.youtube.com/embed/NINOxRxze9k to see San Francisco 

4) Let students create versions of other dragons (earth, fire, wind, water, etcetera) from construction 

paper. 

Writing Project Have students research and write an expository information paragraph about earthquakes. 

http://www.youtube.com/embed/NINOxRxze9k


The Earth  
Dragon Awakes 

Constructed Response 
Student __________________________ 

 

The book The Earth Dragon Awakes is told from the 
perspective of both Henry and Chin.  Why do you 
think the author chose to tell the story from both 

their perspectives?  How would the story be 
different if it focused on just one of the boys? 

 

                                                                                                   
 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 



Third Grade 
Week Six 

Text 
The Pennsylvanian Who 
Invented Bubble Gum 

 
From 

Historyarchive.com 



MONDAY 

PRE-READING & READING 

Activating Prior Knowledge / 

Predicting 

This article is about the man who invented bubble gum.   

Ask: 

Do you like bubble gum? Do you ever wonder where  bubble gum came from?  Today we are going to read 

an article about the man who invented bubble gum. 

Read Aloud & Talking Points 
Allow partners to read the article together.  Then, read it together as a whole group modeling how to 

highlight critical information. 

TUESDAY / WEDNESDAY 

READING & RESPONDING 

Vocabulary Development 

Activity:  Have students illustrate their understanding of each of the vocabulary words. 

Key Words: idea, inventor, production, bubbles, latex, invention, accident, formula, batch, business, 

sticky 

Re-Reading / Drawing Conclusions 

/ Questioning 

Have students fill in the constructed response page answering questions about Walter Diemer.  You can 

preview the questions as a whole group before students write their responses. 

Ask: 

Why was it unusual that Walter Diemer invented bubble gum? 

What ingredient made Diemer’s bubble gum recipe a success? 

What was wrong with Blibber Blubber? 

Why is it surprising that Diemer never chewed bubble gum? 

Main Idea & Theme 

The main theme of this book is that sometimes people can make great discoveries – even when it is not 

expected. 

Have students create a Summarization Pyramid THURSDAY / FRIDAY 

EXTENDING & WRITING 

 

Social Studies Extension Activity 
Hold a mock election allowing students to vote for either a class mayor or a favorite flavor of  ice cream. 

Writing Project Students create campaign posters to support their choice for class mayor or favorite ice cream flavor. 



The Pennsylvanian Who Invented Bubble Gum 
(www.historyarchive.com) 

 

           When an idea blows up in an inventor’s face, the inventor usually isn’t 
too happy. Not so with Walter E. Diemer.  In 1928, Diemer was a 23-year-old 
accountant for the Fleer Chewing Gum Company in Philadelphia. But on his 
lunch hour and after work, he was an inventor. 
 
            Diemer’s office in the Fleer Company was near the chewing gum 
production machines. When Gilbert Mustin, who ran the company at the time, 
tried to create a bubble gum, he put the small vat for mixing his recipes in a 
corner next to Diemer. 
 
            “He said to me, ‘Watch that, will you?’” Diemer recalled in a 1992 
interview. “After awhile, I was not only watching it, I was doing it.” 
   
            Diemer experimented with recipes for a gum base and hit on success in 
September of 1928 when he included a natural form of latex in his recipe. It 
created bubbles and it also allowed the gum to be easily removed from skin 
and clothes. The characteristic pink color came about because that was the 
only type of food coloring that was available when he made the recipe. 

http://historyarchive.wordpress.com/2013/04/25/the-pennsylvanian-who-invented-bubble-gum/
http://historyarchive.wordpress.com/2013/04/25/the-pennsylvanian-who-invented-bubble-gum/
http://historyarchive.wordpress.com/2013/04/25/the-pennsylvanian-who-invented-bubble-gum/
http://historyarchive.wordpress.com/2013/04/25/the-pennsylvanian-who-invented-bubble-gum/
http://www.historyarchive.com/


 
            “It was an accident,”’ Diemer said in a 1996 interview with The Lancaster 
Intelligencer Journal. ‘’I was doing something else and ended up with something with 
bubbles.’’ 
 
            With his new formula showing some promise, Diemer used a salt water taffy 
machine and wrapped 100 pieces of his new gum. He took the five-pound batch to a small 
Philadelphia grocery store where it sold out in one afternoon for a penny a piece. 
 
            Diemer continued to refine his recipe through December. Then the Fleer Company 
took over production, wrapped the new gum in a yellow wrapper and named it Dubble 
Bubble. 
  “I never thought it was anything that’d last,” Diemer told the Harrisburg Patriot News in a 
1992 interview. “I thought it’d be here today, gone tomorrow.” 
 
            Diemer helped market his creation by teaching salesmen how to blow bubbles so 
they could demonstrate the gum. Sales of Dubble Bubble were more than $1.5 million the 
first year. At a penny a piece, that means more than 150 million pieces of bubble gum were 
sold. Nowadays, the bubble gum business is nearly a $1.5-billion industry. 
 
            Dubble Bubble wasn’t the first bubble gum made, but it was the first one that was 
actually successful. Fleer Company founder Frank Henry Fleer had made a batch of bubble 
gum in 1906. He called his gum Blibber Blubber, but it was too sticky and broke too easily 
so it was never sold to the public. 
 



            Dubble Bubble had no competition until after World War II, when the 
Topps Company of Brooklyn began wrapping bubble gum in comics and 
calling it Bazooka. Both brands became known internationally, and other 
companies later made bubble gum in sticks, flakes, nuggets, powders and 
even pastes, noted the New York Times in its obituary for Diemer. 
 
            Though Diemer eventually became a vice-president in the Fleer 
Company, he never received any royalties for his invention. However, he did 
receive plenty of fan mail from children thanking him for inventing bubble 
gum, according to his wife Florence Diemer. “Although he rarely chewed gum, 
he would invite groups of children to his home and tell them about his 
invention, then preside over bubble-blowing contests, his wife said,” 
according to the New York Times. 
 
            “He was terrifically proud of it,” Mrs. Diemer said. “He would say to 
me: ‘I’ve done something with my life. I’ve made kids happy around the 
world.’” 
Diemer died of congestive heart failure in 1998 at a hospital in Lancaster. He 
was 93. 
 



The Pennsylvanian Who Invented  
Bubble Gum 

Constructed Response 
Student __________________________ 

Why was it unusual that Walter 

Diemer invented bubble gum? 

                                                                                                   
 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                   
 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What ingredient made Diemer’s bubble gum 

recipe a success? 

 



The Pennsylvanian Who Invented  
Bubble Gum 

Constructed Response II 
Student __________________________ 

                                                                                                   
 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                                                                   
 
                                                                                                                     
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

What was wrong with Blibber Blubber? 
Why is it surprising that Diemer never 

chewed bubble gum? 



Summarization Pyramid 
Line 1 – Write Walter Diemer 

Line 2 – Write 2 words to describe Walter Diemer 
Line 3 – Write 3 actions Walter Diemer takes in the article. 

Line 4 – Write 4 objects that are important to Walter Diemer 
Line 5 – Write a new title for this article. 

Line 6 – Write a 6 word sentence to sum up Walter Diemer’s invention. 






